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May 2023 · 400 pages

Hera Lind studied German philology,

music and theology, and was a singer

before she achieved sensational success

writing novels. With her fact-based

novels, which are all based on true sto-

ries, Hera Lind can be relied upon to fill

the top slots in the SPIEGEL bestseller

chart. She lives with her family in

Salzburg.

WOMEN'S FICTION | BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL

Hera Lind

With The Courage To Love.
Novel Based On A True Story

• First a dramatic accident and then a daredevil escape
from East Germany: nothing can stop Dieto and his
Johanna

• The true story of a pair of tcircus artists whose love
overcomes all borders: gripping, connecting, hopeful

• Total sales of No. 1 SPIEGEL best-selling author: over 15
million

The new gripping best-seller by Hera Lind — based on a true love story

It’s love at first sight when Johanna and Dieto meet for the first time

in Dresden in 1957. Their fathers, who were imprisoned by the Rus-

sians together, teach their children the artistic-gymnastic stunts that

certainly saved them from death in the labour camps. But when the

couple finally achieve world level after hard training, Dieto is con-

scripted to the army for a year. On the spur of the moment, the young

couple flea over the Adriatic sea in a dinghy. After 36 hours, they

arrive totally exhausted and in just their bathing costumes. And then

they realised that without their equipment, they cannot make a life

for themselves. Dieto leaves Johanna with strangers and tries a second

time...

“The new novel by Hera Lind is drama and social criticism in one and is a

real page turner.” Solinger Tagblatt about Vergib uns unsere Schuld

“Hera Lind thrillingly recounts this adventurous and dramatic escape.”

Ruhr Nachrichten about Die Frau zwischen den Welten

Further Titles

Knaur TB 4



February 2023 · 336 pages

Susanne Fröhlich is one of the most

famous authors in Germany. The writer

and journalist also works as a presenter,

e.g., since 2005 as the presenter of the

MDR literature show Fröhlich lesen.

Both her non-fiction titles, such as

Fröhlich fasten, and her novels, most

recently Heimvorteil, have all become

bestsellers. They include Moppel-Ich, of

which over 1 million copies have been

sold. Susanne Fröhlich lives near to

Frankfurt am Main.

ALL AGE FICTION | HUMOUR & COMEDY

Susanne Fröhlich

Married. Novel

• The 12th volume of the best-selling series sees the cult
heroine run off her feet once again, and that is not even
taking the double wedding into consideration

• Empathetic but worldly-wise Susanne Fröhlich broaches
current trends in her humorous bestsellers

• Total sales of SPIEGEL best-selling author: over 3 million
novels

Cult best-selling heroine Andrea Schnidt is back — with two weddings

and innumerable obstacles.

When Andrea Schnidt sees her father-in-law Rudi and his Inge in a

just sliiiightly over-fancy wedding outfit, she realises once again that

you are never too old for young love. Or for a new perspective. And

Andrea’s new perspective is found in a professional woman whis-

perer, who promises to fill the emotional gaps that men leave in

women’s hearts. An extremely successful business model. At the end

of the day, Paul is not the only one, who has grown a bit too comfort-

able in their relationship. And let’s not forget the darling children —

both his and hers — who turn out to be high achievers in the business

of impertinent demands.

“Susanne Fröhlich is a master of writing situational comedy and letting her

heroine laugh at herself.” Julia Gass, Ruhr Nachrichten about Verzogen

“Susanne Fröhlich writes from experience — funny and worldly-wise.” Fre-

undin about Verzogen

Further Titles

Knaur HC 5



February 2023 · 624 pages

Katharina Fuchs was born in 1963 in

Wiesbaden and spent her childhood on

Lake Geneva and in a small town in

Hesse. After studying law in Frankfurt

am Main and Paris, she became a lawyer

and legal advisor to a DAX listed com-

pany. Katharina Fuchs lives with her

family in Taunus. Zwei Handvoll Leben

and Neuleben are based on her own

family history. Our Precious Life is her

most recent novel after Lebenssekunden.

WOMEN'S FICTION | BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL

Katharina Fuchs

Our Precious Lives. Novel

• An era of change: three friends seek their own way

• The fact-based novel now as a paperback

• Total sales of Katharina Fuchs: over 500,000 copies sold

Three young rebels in the seventies: Katharina Fuchs recounts her youth

After the best-sellers about the lives of her grandmothers, her mother

and her aunt, Katharina Fuchs recounts her childhood and youth in

seventies and eighties Hesse.

On the same day that Vietnamese orphan Claire arrives at the chil-

dren’s home, Minka and Caro witness their classmate Guy dying in

an accident in the swimming baths. Their fathers are the SPD mayor

and the factory director respectively, and their network starts to

work. The friends realise that something is wrong in their small

industrial town: contaminated rivers, animal testing and experiments

with psychotropic drugs. How precious is a life?

“Sensitive portrait of a generation, which Fuchs has created from her own

biography.” Freundin

“An era of change that is important for us women and emancipation.

Atmospheric and compactly told.” Meins

Further Titles

Droemer TB 6



September 2023 · 400 pages

Lena Johannson was born in 1967 in

Reinbek, close to Hamburg. After leav-

ing school, she initially trained as a

bookseller before moving into the

tourism sector. Later, she was able to

combine her two passions (writing and

travelling) in her job as a travel journal-

ist.

Some time ago, Lena Johannson ful-

filled her dream and moved to the Baltic

Coast where she writes her bestsellers.

LITERATURE | WOMEN'S FICTION

Lena Johannson

The Legacy Of Villa
Seabuckthorn. A Baltic Sea
novel

• The new Baltic Coast novel by best-selling author Lena
Johannson reveals the secret of Seabuckthorn Villa and a
piece of Rügen’s history

• For readers of Marie Merburg and Lena Johannson’s Villaan der Elbchaussee series

Holiday for heart and soul: Seabuckthorn Villa opens its doors again!

During a well-needed tidy out, Ziska and Nik find something amaz-

ing in the attic of Villa Seabuckthorn: a chronicle of the villa, created

by a mysterious visitor. It is also an important piece of Rügen’s his-

tory. It enables them to finally discover, the love and warmth that the

original owners dedicated to constructing the villa around 1920 and

running it as a hotel. Even during the fifties when many hoteliers

were forced to give up, the married couple stayed on Rügen and con-

verted the villa into a children’s home, despite resistance from the

East German regime. However, their son, George, was determined to

leave until a wave washed young Alma up on the island...

“Summer feeling, Rügen flair and a little depth: perfect holiday reading, for

more than just the deck chair.” medien-info.com about Sanddorninsel

Further Titles

Knaur TB 7



May 2023 · 384 pages

Annette Landgraf lives with her hus-

band close to Munich where she writes

her novels. Her hobbies include reading

non-fiction books and novels about

China, illustrated books from the first

decades of photography and travelling

to interesting places.

LITERATURE | WOMEN'S FICTION

Annette Landgraf

The Legacy. Novel

• In order to expose an underhanded fraud, young Vanessa
has to work with the boss’s arrogant nephew

• For readers of novels by Marie Force, Nora Roberts and
Nicholas Sparks

• For readers who are looking for fate novels

Hugely emotional and sensitively told: drama meets romance

Despite graduating with honours, Vanessa can’t find a job — until old

Mr Gebelein suggests that she works as his personal assistant.

Vanessa is unaware that the reasons for his generous offer lie way

back in the past.

Further Titles

Knaur TB 8



March 2023 · 464 pages

Katharina Fuchs was born in 1963 in

Wiesebaden and spent her childhood on

Lake Geneva and in a small town in

Hesse. After studying law in Frankfurt

am Main and Paris, she became a lawyer

and legal advisor to a DAX listed com-

pany. Katharina Fuchs lives with her

family in Taunus. Zwei Handvoll Leben

and Neuleben are based on her own

family history. The Dream Of Life is her

most recent novel after Unser kostbares

Leben and Lebenssekunden

LITERATURE | BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL

Katharina Fuchs

The Dream Of Life. Novel

• Catapulted from the German provinces to the Parisian
world of glamour: will Luise be able to remain true to
herself — or is the price too high?

• Best-selling author Katharina Fuchs authentically
recounts the fate of a fascinating woman in the era of
the super models

• She has already sold over 500,000 copies of her novels

Prêt-à-porter: the Parisienne world of fashion in the wild nineties and a

young woman searching for true love

Luise is too tall, too thin and too pale to attract the boys in the north

German provinces where she falls in love with sparkly-eyed Nils, the

son of a rich large-scale farmer. However, his parents don’t think the

daughter of the poorest farmer in the whole district is a good match

for him.

A star hairdresser gives her an opportunity and she takes her chance

— finding herself on the glamorous catwalks of Paris. The nineties are

the age of the super model. Aspiring fashion labels are popping up all

around in the city and the night clubs are holding legendary parties.

Between glamorous fashion and the glittering Paris nightlife, an

impressive new world opens up for Luise ...

The crazy Paris of the nineties is turning a shy Frisian girl into a cat-

walk star. But at what cost? Luise must make a decision ...

“Her way of writing and how she combines historical facts with family

drama are unique.” Belletristik-couch.de about Lebenssekunden

Further Titles

Droemer HC 9



April 2023 · 352 pages

Emma Jacobsen (born in 1979) trained as

a bookseller and studied history and

antique cultures for a few semesters

before fully devoting herself to writing.

She lives with her family in Westphalia.

Under the pseudonym Julie Peters, she

writes successful island novels. Her

novel Die Inselhebamme was a great suc-

cess.

LITERATURE | WOMEN'S FICTION

Emma Jacobsen

The Island Shepherdess.
Novel

• An enchanting island, an attractive sheep breeder and
hope for a new life

• The new charming feel-good novel by the author ofInselhebamme
• For readers of Meike Werkmeister

Where happiness is at home: Welcome to Nordeney

Looking for a temporary home for herself and her dog, Ruth heads to

her friend Nela on Norderney. After an 18-month trip around the

world, she needs somewhere as a base to finally build her life.

Although Ruth quickly falls for the charm of the enchanting North

Sea island, Nela’s birthing centre is not the right place for her — Ruth

doesn’t want any children. Too bad that Hanno, an attractive widow,

doesn’t only make her heart beat faster but is also father to two chil-

dren. Ruth must make a decision: will she only play with a small stake

or will she bet it all?

Further Titles

Knaur TB 10



June 2023 · 320 pages

Nobody has ever seen Martha Simmat

(born in 1987) without her notebook or

coffee. Already as a nursery child, she

wrote her first half-page thriller (“The

Easter Bunny Is Sick”), and as an adult

her writings address the serious topics

of life, i.e., love. With her stories, she

wants to encourage women in particu-

lar to find their way to themselves. Her

own way has led her to the rugged

North Sea, where she lives today with

her husband and children, and writes.

LITERATURE | WOMEN'S FICTION

Martha Simmat

Just Until Tomorrow. Novel

• Marriage counsellor Eva falls in love with her best friend’s
husband as they seek advice from her

• High emotion with a dash of humour

• A hopeful novel for all women who believe in true love

About the courage to love a second time: warm-hearted, hopeful and

dreamy!

What should a separation counsellor do when she falls in love with a

client’s husband? Eva in her mid-forties is confronted with this

dilemma despite only wanting to help her friend whose marriage has

lost its sparkle. Before meeting him, she was wading knee-high

through a mire of feeling that life is pointlessness. Yet Sebastian, a

rake and her old friend’s husband, now reaches out a hand to save her.

Passion and adventure are calling for her, but she doesn’t want to hurt

her friend. While she struggles to make a decision, unforeseen events

pull the carpet from under Eva’s feet and bury her. Life has never

pushed her to the her limits like this before. She can only think of one

solution, but that demands everything she is capable of...

Droemer TB 11



May 2023 · 304 pages

Annette Hohberg was born in 1960 in

Schleswig-Holstein. After school, she

left North Germany and moved to

Munich where she studied linguistics,

literature and sociology and then

worked as a journalist. She has visited

the island of Bali many times, made

friends there and has written a recipe

book with a Balinese chef. Therefore, it

was only logic to set her novel on the

island of the gods. It is also a declara-

tion of love to a place, where she found

something like a second home. A good

thirty years later, Annette Hohberg

moved back to her first home,

Schleswig-Holstein. She now lives on a

large farm on the Baltic Sea Coast.

LITERATURE | WOMEN'S FICTION

Annette Hohberg

What The Night Brings To
Light. Novel

• Bali’s exoticness and Scilly’s passion — and two women
linked by a dramatic secret

• A powerful novel about anger and pain, but also about
compassion and forgiveness

• For readers of Julia Holbe and Daniela Krien

What is left of true love — and an apparently happy marriage?

When Chiara travels from her home in Sicily to Bali, she has high

hopes. She will finally be reunited with Georg, the man that she loves

and with whom she wants to build a new life. But Georg doesn’t come

to meet her and Chiara starts to have doubts. Hour by hour, her wor-

ries grow. Then she meets Elisabeth, who tries to help her and they

soon share something akin to friendship. However, Chiara has no

inkling of Elisabeth’s secret, which will destroy Chiara’s happiness.

The fate of the two women will be decided on Bali ...

“For me Bali is like a true love in whose eyes you look and see something of

yourself. For a gift like this, you do not need a suitcase. It is something that

you carry in yourself. Like the love of your life...” Annette Hohberg

Further Titles

Droemer HC 12



August 2023 · 304 pages

After training in a bank, Jana Bennings

changed direction and read sociology

and comparative studies at university.

After many years in management posi-

tions in publishing, she is now self-

employed as a literary agent, translator

and author. When she is not at her desk,

she practices sword fighting, tango and

mindfulness on the yoga mat. Jana Ben-

nings lives with her daughter in Ham-

burg.

LITERATURE | WOMEN'S FICTION

Jana Bennings

Talking About Closeness.
Novel

• A complicated mother-daughter relationship, a tragic
accident — and the chance for new start?

• Very relatable novel for all mothers and daughters

About mothers and daughters and the art of forgiveness

Iris Zimmerman has been a single mother for 16 years — the father of

Livia, her daughter, died shortly before her birth. Iris tries to protect

Livia with all her strength. Livia is a teenager who loves sports and

has hopes of participating in the Olympics. However, she appears to

be slipping away from Iris bit by bit. When Livia has a serious acci-

dent on her bike, her dreams are abruptly shattered and Iris nearly

goes to pieces with guilt.

Further Titles

Knaur TB 13



February 2023 · 352 pages

Julia Stumpp has been writing since she

could hold a pen. She studied architec-

ture and has worked in several agencies.

Under various pen names, she has suc-

cessfully published non-fiction, YA and

romance novels. Her new novel was

inspired by the question, why in a mul-

tiverse full of possibilities we are living

this exact life. Julia Stumpp lives with

her family on a dyke close to Hamburg,

where during writing pauses she takes

her dog out and lets the wind blow in

her face.

LITERATURE | WOMEN'S FICTION

Julia Stumpp

Like Paper Boats On The
River. Novel

• For everyone who has ever wondered how their life would
be with their childhood sweetheart

• Captivating story for readers, who enjoy true love and
family stories

• Moving, dramatic and with a hint of melancholy

About life dreams, second chances and your true childhood sweetheart

Janna has perfectly planned her life, and her plan relies on Simon. She

has started a family with him, she runs a successful architecture

agency with him and she wants to grow old with him. But before

Simon, there was Maris, who turned her life into a spontaneous

whirlwind adventure. Maris, who never stops rediscovering the

world. Maris, who left Janna without any warning or explanation.

When he turns up at the agency after so many years, Jana’s carefully

constructed safety net threatens to fall apart. Her head says that she

should stay away from her old flame, but her heart knows that it is

impossible ...

“Intelligent, romantic, worldly-wise. With Like Paper Boats On The River

Julia Stumpp has written an emotional novel that goes right to your heart

— a captivating joy to read.” Anne Verhoeven, editor

Knaur HC 14



March 2023 · 320 pages

Gabriella Engelmann was born in

Munich but discovered the joy of writ-

ing in Hamburg and feels very much at

home in Northern Germany. She has

long dreamed of her own cottage next

to a dike. After working as a bookseller

and publishing house director, she is

now enjoying the freedoms of an

author’s life.

NOVELLA | WOMEN'S FICTION

Gabriella Engelmann

Happiness Shines Through
The Waves. Four women. Four
dream destinations. Four
lifelong dreams

Sun, desire, happy endings: the summer collection of stories by

best-selling author Gabriella Engelmann

In four summery novellas, Gabriella Engelmann sees her protagonists

find happiness, and of course love. Best-selling author Caro wants to

get over writer’s block in Provence and meets with chaos in the form

of a charming stranger. On the island of Amrum, singer Piet has won

Anna’s heart — and broken it. For ever? Olivia from Hamburg has a

fixed plan for her life — unfortunately life has other plans for her...

And Lena, a programme head who is as successful as she is over-

worked, does not only find some desperately needed peace on Sylt but

also a small miracle.

“Gabriella Engelmann creates a storm tide of emotion on the North Sea

Coast.” BUNTE about Die Liebe tanzt barfuß am Strand

Further Titles

Knaur TB 15



April 2023 · 336 pages

Christine Ziegler was born and grew up

in Garmisch-Partenkirchen. She stud-

ied restoration and has worked in sev-

eral museums. She lives close to

Munich with her family. However, she

best enjoys being out and about where

she listens to people, things, animals, art

and junk. Each and every thing tells a

story. And they inspire her books.

WOMEN'S FICTION | HUMOUR & COMEDY

Christine Ziegler

Why Have A Man, When You
Can Have An Ocean?. Novel

• Three friends, two husbands and a dream holiday in Tus-
cany — what could possibly go wrong?

• For readers of Susanne Fröhlich, Gabriella Engelmann and
Svenja Lassen’s vacation novels

Why couples holidays are the natural predator of a marriage and what

you can do about it

Was it the fizz? When Bell and Saskia are told that their friend Mona

has inherited a property in Tuscany, the women have the best idea to

save their relationships from their biggest natural predator — couples

holidays! They all travel to Italy — and come up with a magnificent

business idea. During the day, the men are swapped around depend-

ing on their interests and skills, naturally without the men realising.

And in this way, the friends can relax on the beach, walk through

olive fields or discover picturesque towns. Too bad that the holiday

husband exchange agency experiences a few unexpected bumps...

“An amusing and inspiring novel about the courage to start again.” Neues

für die Frau about Sauer macht listig

Further Titles

Knaur TB 16



March 2023 · 432 pages

Andreas Dutter was born in 1992 and

lives in Austria. He studied culture and

social anthropology at the University of

Vienna. On Instagram and TikTok he

provides his followers with content

about books. Using this knowledge, he

has also designed blogger projects for

several publishing houses and book

stores, and has appeared as a presenter

at book fairs. In addition to books, he

loves series, animes and mangas. Lovely

books selected him as the best German-

language début author in 2015.

YOUNG ROMANCE | LGBTQ

Andreas Dutter

Zodiac Love: Starlight in Our
Dreams. Novel

• Boy meets boy love stories by own Voice author Andreas
Dutter – Book 3 to be published in Autumn 2023

• Astrology is one of the huge TikTok trending topics

• The author is very active as part of the LGBTQIAP+-com-
munity and is well networked on TikTok and Instagram

Beautiful queer young romance series on the trending topic of Gen Z:

astrology

At University College Cork astrology enthusiast Felix meets student

Owen, who is sceptical about horoscopes. They quickly make a bet:

Owen should date people with different star signs and Felix shall pre-

dict how the dates will go. The bet stands, yet the sparks fly between

Owen and Felix...

“I’m really looking forward to it. It is great that male authors can finally

write something like this.” Antonia C. Wessling, SPIEGEL best-selling

author

“All of GenZ on TikTok is looking for this story.” Julia Pfeiffer, manager

of the worldwide million-click internet phenomena Elevator Boys

Further Titles

Knaur TB 17



September 2023 · 384 pages

Andreas Dutter was born in 1992 and

lives in Austria. He studied culture and

social anthropology at the University of

Vienna. On Instagram and TikTok he

provides his followers with content

about books. Using this knowledge, he

has also designed blogger projects for

several publishing houses and book

stores, and has appeared as a presenter

at book fairs. In addition to books, he

loves series, animes and mangas. Lovely

books selected him as the best German-

language début author in 2015.

YOUNG ROMANCE | LGBTQ

Andreas Dutter

Zodiac Love: Hope In Our
Universe. Novel

• Dreamy queer romance focussing on the great TikTok
trending topic of Gen Z: astrology

• For young romance readers and fans of Casey McQuiston,
Alexis Hall and series, such as Heartstopper

What do the stars have in store for pansexual Quinn? Part 2 of the queer

young romance Zodiac Love series

Pansexual Quinn has already been resisting his father’s wish that he

takes over the family’s men’s outfitter’s shop for some time. In secret,

he is dreaming of studying at University College in Cork. Quinn’s

colleague Nala and his friends Owen and Felix encourage him to fol-

low his heart. But it is only when he meets Takeru, who is studying

creative writing at UCC and is starting out as an astrology columnist

that Quinn is finally true to himself. However, his father’s network

reaches all the way to the college...

“I burn for this idea and think that we need more books by German authors

with queer characters.” best-selling author Maren Vivien Haase

Further Titles

Knaur TB 18



May 2023 · 384 pages

Jennifer Wiley is employed as a social

worker in Cologne, but she is not a city

person. Her favourite thing is sitting on

her large patio watching the bluetits

and writing her stories that she hopes

will create poles of calm and give inspi-

ration for contemplation. She secretly

dreams of a life with a house and a dog

— preferably close to picturesque walk-

ing routes.

LITERATURE | YOUNG ROMANCE

Jennifer Wiley

Only You In Every Breath.
Novel

• Empathic college romance two-parter at Lullaby Univer-
sity

• In tune with the times, heart warming and enriching

• For readers of Nikola Hotel, Sarah Sprinz and Tami Fischer

Your dreams can come true at Lullaby University

Starting her degree at Lullaby University means an awful lot to

chronically ill Hazel. Not only because she has managed to be

accepted at the renowned university, but also because she hopes to

discover something about her organ donor there. She finds a friend in

shy and retiring Lewis. They become increasingly close, but then their

love is sorely tested...

Further Titles

Knaur TB 19



July 2023 · 384 pages

Jennifer Wiley is employed as a social

worker in Cologne, but she is not a city

person. Her favourite thing is sitting on

her large patio watching the bluetits

and writing her stories that she hopes

will create poles of calm and give inspi-

ration for contemplation. She secretly

dreams of a life with a house and a dog

— preferably close to picturesque walk-

ing routes.

LITERATURE | YOUNG ROMANCE

Jennifer Wiley

In Every Moment Us. Novel

• The second volume of the Lullaby University two-parter:
can students Lou and Jasper get over grief, anger and
doubt together?

• For readers of young romance, in particular college
romances à la Sarah Sprinz or Tami Fischer

• A perfect mix of racing hearts and moving topics

Together against the shadows of the past: part 2 of the Lullaby University

series

It is only through long to-do lists and focusing on her environmental

management course that Lou can keep the dark memories of a previ-

ous relationship at bay. One night, when she is once again unable to

sleep, she meets Jasper in the university hall’s kitchen. He was always

up for a laugh but now he is struggling and mourning his first true

love. A few jokes develop into a plan: Lou will help Jasper prepare for

his exams and he will show her how to enjoy herself now and again.

While dancing in the rain, hang gliding and camping, they grow close

... Closer than is good for them?

Further Titles
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March 2023 · 312 pages

Stephanie Fuchs, born in 1986, was

aware of the major hurdles standing in

the way of her relationship with

Sokoine, but still decided to fall in love.

She has now lived in his village for

twelve years, and the two are parents to

a son. With the help of a land manage-

ment project, she is trying to protect

her home from the consequences of cli-

mate change.

MEMOIR

Stephanie Fuchs

Esepata. My Place Is With The
Maasai

• A biologist, feminist and environmentalist decides to live in
one of the most patriarchal cultures of our time out of love

• The contemporary sequel to great memoir successes such
as Sabine Kügler's Jungle Child and Corinne Hofmann's
White Maasai

• The international media interest in Stephanie Fuchs' life
among the Maasai is high. The Youtube film about her has
been viewed 16 million times so far.

The great Africa memoir for our time: Stephanie Fuchs lives with the

Maasai and fights with them against the effects of climate change.

Stephanie Fuchs transports the global success "The White Maasai"

into the 21st century: with deep respect for the culture of the Maasai,

with environmental commitment to preserving the livelihood of the

indigenous culture, and with appreciative empowerment indigenous

women in their community.

During a research stay in Africa, the young biologist Stephanie Fuchs

meets Sokoine, a traditionally living Maasai. The two fall in love, but

the hurdles standing in the way of their relationship are great. Finally,

they give their love a chance and Stephanie Fuchs moves to Tanzania

to live with Sokoine. Soon she faces great challenges: She first has to

find her place in this community, find her way in a completely foreign

culture. Her life in Tanzania is repeatedly overshadowed by serious

setbacks: Stephanie is injured in a dramatic car accident and after the

birth of their son Yannick, she falls ill with postnatal depression. But

the greatest test comes for Stephanie, Sokoine and their village when

the consequences of climate change make themselves felt - in the

form of persistent droughts that threaten their livelihoods. Stephanie

makes a plan to save her new home from the climatic changes.
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March 2023 · 256 pages

Mimi Fiedler (born in 1975) is a real

multi-talent: business woman, life

coach, designer, entertainer and author.

Before she ended her 25 year career as

an actress, she enchanted an audience of

millions in her last role as nurse Nora in

the popular RTL series Nachtschwestern.

The author lives with her family close

to Munich. Recently, she published with

Knaur Eigentlich wollte ich mich selbst

entfalten and Sie dürfen den Frosch jetzt

küssen.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

MIMI

Drinkerbelle. My life under
the influence

• Drinkerbelle is Mimi Fiedler’s most personal and important
book

• A SPIEGEL TV portrait of her will be broadcast in Spring
2023

• For readers of Muriel Baumeister, Susanne Kaloff and
Nathalie Stüben

The popular actress about her recovery from alcohol addiction

Mimi Fiedler is beautiful, talented and successful — and German TV

can hardly be imagined without her. Thanks to her fun-loving per-

sonality, she is not only a popular talk show guest but also an example

for many. But for a long time it was not generally known that the lik-

able actress was suffering a secret alcohol addiction for nearly 30

years and that she regularly lost control of her life. She kept up out-

ward appearances — and at the same time was becoming increasingly

sick. Today, she has found a way out of her addiction and in this book,

she recounts unsparingly and openly her life with alcohol — she goes

in search of why it happened and in doing so does not only encounter

her demons and trauma, but also the life of her ancestors. The touch-

ing life story of a woman, who had managed to escape alcohol, and a

declaration of love to life.

“I would have accepted death just so that it would be over.” Mimi Fiedler

“Mimi Fiedler is well-known for straight talking and her blunt openness —

above all when it comes to herself.” Bunte

Further Titles
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July 2023 · 352 pages

Ira Laudin was born 1976 in Braun-

schweig and grew up in Wuppertal.

Since her early youth, she has been

interested in the fashion and lifestyle of

bygone eras. After working for a music

publisher, in film and TV and also in

events organisation, she managed an

atelier for historical fashion for twenty

years. Today, her main job is writing

short stories and novels. She lives with

her husband, daughter and pet cat in

idyllic Lennep.

HISTORICAL ROMANCE | DESTINY & FAMILY SECRETS

Ira Laudin

The Sky The Morning After.
Novel

• A woman, who against all resistance dares to embrace
true love a second time round

• Written in two parallel time lines this authentic novel
vividly describes the post-war years in Germany

• For everyone who loves great family sagas and genera-
tional novels

German history, dramatic fates and the optimism of a strong woman

Wuppertal, 1945: shortly before the end of the war, young Lissi only

just survives a bombing. Fortunately, she finds a new home staying

with her aunt and her two cousins. The difficult post-war years are

characterised by hunger, cold and housing shortages. On top of that,

17-year-old Johann, a displaced boy from Pomerania, is housed in the

hidden room in the attic where Lissi sometimes retreats. She falls in

love with this confident boy but then he unexpectedly contracts TB

and has to go far away to convalesce.

Wuppertal, 1979: Lissi’s husband Johann dies in a traffic accident.

Leaving her alone with their 18-year-old daughter Miriam. One year

later, an old acquaintance contacts Lissi and it is only then that he is

told of the tragic death of his childhood friend Johann. To her own

surprise, Lissi is fascinated by Georg and his unconventional

lifestyle...
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May 2023 · 352 pages

Katja Maybach initially worked as a

fashion designer before following her

passion for writing. She has gained a

large fan community through her fam-

ily novels set in the fateful years of the

20th Century. Katja Maybach lives in

Munich.

LITERATURE | HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Katja Maybach

Children of Fate. Novel

• Part 3 of the moving spa hotel saga: the war is almost
over and the Lavernes are once again facing difficult
times

• Total sales of Katja Maybach: more than 250,000 copies

Join the Laverne family through the fateful years from 1945

For Luise Laverne, every day at the start of 1945 is a tightrope walk.

The political celebrities of the Nazi party waltz in and out of her spa

hotel — while she is hiding her true love, a Jewish architect, in a room

without a number on the door. Luise’s sister Victoria can only think

of her next première and so she fails to notice that her 14-year-old

daughter is meeting up with a boy. And Felix Laverne is anxiously

waiting for news of his wife after he escaped from East Prussia...

Further Titles
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April 2023 · 480 pages

Anke Petersen writes successful histori-

cal novels under different names. When

she went on holiday to Amrum for the

first time, she immediately fell in love

with the island. She is a great fan of the

North Sea and its wild magic. After two

trilogies about the islands of Amrum

and Sylt, Anke Petersen now whisks her

readers off to Föhr, the third of the

North Frisian islands.

HISTORICAL ROMANCE | DESTINY & FAMILY SECRETS

Anke Petersen

Yearning For The Farm In The
Dunes. Novel

• Part 1 of the great North Sea trilogy: a dramatic family
story and a small paradise on Föhr

• For readers of Henrike Engel or Anna Jessen

• Total sales of Anke Petersen: over 140,000 copies

Dramatic and magically nostalgic: best-selling author Anke Petersen

whisks you off to the island of Föhr

Föhr around 1900: Paediatric nurse Anni Nissen cares devotedly for

her small patients who have come to the island to convalesce. When

her grandfather suddenly dies and Anni inherits his old farm, she has

an idea: the large house close to Bieblum with its expansive garden

and location close to the beach would be a wonderful place for a con-

valescence home. The residents of the village lend Anni a helping

hand and at the same time, she falls in love with Martin, the new

teacher who has moved to the island. But just when everything

appears perfect, dark clouds draw over the young couple...

“A really wonderful family saga” Lea about Der Kaffeegarten. Salt In The

Wind
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April 2023 · 352 pages

Michaela Küpper was born in the

Lower Rhine Alps and grew up in Bonn.

She studied sociology, psychology, poli-

tics and education in Marburg. Then

she returned to the Rhineland where

after work experience, she worked as a

project manager at a publishing house

for many years. Today, she works as a

freelance author.

LITERATURE | HISTORICAL FICTION

Michaela Küpper

And Still We Live. Novel

• A touching novel about the fate of war widows and their
brave lives after the Second World War

• Dedicated to all the women, who had to start a new life
and fend for themselves and their children

• For readers of Stephanie Schuster, Kerstin Sgonina and
Katharina Fuchs

When the future was in women’s hands

Germany 1945: The war is finally over and now it is mainly up to the

women to ensure their families’ survival. Gerrit lives in a house shel-

tering many refugees in a small town in the Middle Rhine region. One

day, Eva, whose home in Cologne has been bombed, knocks on the

door and asks for accommodation. Reluctantly Gerrit agrees. As

chance would have it a room has just become vacant after the previ-

ous occupant, young Hilda, vanished without a trace. Eva breathes a

sigh of relief. However, living together does not run smoothly due to

jealousy and distrust — and the battle to survive.

"Küpper has written an entertaining, touching and well-researched story

that is a great read for everyone, not just history buffs.” Belletristik-

couch.de about Der Kinderzug

Further Titles
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April 2023 · 504 pages

Anna Husen was born in 1996 and is a

trained business woman. She works as

the marketing manager of a digital

agency and lives on the beautiful Baltic

Coast. At an early age, she was already a

keen writer; she had always loved read-

ing and wanted to create her own sto-

ries. The author is active on Instagram

where she chats with other avid readers

about her passion for writing and love

of books.

WOMEN'S FICTION | HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Anna Husen

The Women From Villa
Summer Wind: Happiness on
the Horizon. Novel

• An enchanting spa resort, an elegant hotel and a forbid-
den love

• The first saga about the popular Baltic Sea destination
Timmendorfer Strand

• For readers of Caren Benedikt and Sylvia Lott

New start between summer happiness and storm clouds: Start of the

Timmendorfer Strand saga

The Baltic Sea resort Timmendorfer Strand in 1903: Henriette’s family

inherited a villa in the sophisticated spa town and her father wants to

turn it into an elegant hotel. Enthusiastic Henriette soon becomes his

right hand woman. One day, she accidentally ends up in the fishing

village of Niendorf where she meets Ole. Despite the class difference,

it is love at first sight — but Henriette’s father has long since arranged

her engagement to the son of a prominent family. Then when the

shadow of the First World War is cast over the spa town, Henriette

must do everything to protect her family.
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March 2023 · 512 pages

Iny Lorentz is the pseudonym of the

author duo Iny Klocke and Elmar

Wohlrath. Their biggest success, “Die

Wanderhure”, reached an audience of

millions and has been filmed along with

five of their other novels. Furthermore,

it has been adapted as a theatre play.

Since Die Wanderhure, bestseller has fol-

lowed bestseller. Many of their novels

have been sold abroad. In addition to

other prizes, the author duo were

awarded the Wandernden Heilkräuter-

preis by the city of Königsee and have

been included in the Signs of Fame at

Fernweh Park, a multi-cultural peace

project.

LITERATURE | HISTORICAL FICTION

Iny Lorentz

The Pearl Princess. Lucky Jim.
Novel

• Best historical entertainment for journeys of discovery on
the beach or the balcony

• 18 million Iny Lorentz novels sold in the German-speak-
ing region, over 1,000 weeks on the SPIEGEL bestseller
chart

Part 4 of the opulent best-selling saga set in the South Seas

Ruth has not only built up a small business empire on Tahiti but she

has also finally entered into a relationship with “Lucky Jim” James

Hutton. But then she discovers that her family back home is in great

danger. Worried about her mother and younger sisters, Ruth wants to

travel to Hamburg. But neither she nor James suspect how close her

family’s enemies are to a victory ...

Further Titles
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June 2023 · 512 pages

Iny Lorentz is the pseudonym of the

author duo Iny Klocke and Elmar

Wohlrath. Their biggest success, “Die

Wanderhure”, reached an audience of

millions and has been filmed along with

five of their other novels. Furthermore,

it has been adapted as a theatre play.

Since “Die Wanderhure”, bestseller has

followed bestseller. Many of their nov-

els have been sold abroad. In addition to

other prizes, the author duo were

awarded the “Wandernden Heilkräuter-

preis” by the city of Königsee and have

been included in the “Signs of Fames” at

Fernweh Park, a multi-cultural peace

project.

LITERATURE | HISTORICAL FICTION

Iny Lorentz

The Pearl Princess Black
Tears. Novel

• Best historical entertainment for journeys of discovery on
the beach or the balcony

• 15 million Iny Lorentz novels sold in the German-speak-
ing region, over 1,000 weeks on the SPIEGEL bestseller
chart

• For readers who want to go on a journey of discovery into
the 19th Century with a clever woman

Part 5 of the opulent best-selling saga set in the South Seas

While Ruth is braving raging storms on the months-long voyage to

Hamburg, the family feud between the Mensings and Simonsens is

dramatically coming to a head. Meanwhile in England, James’ arch-

enemy Zechariah realises he has lost Huttonsfield Castle. He secretly

sets Ruth and James a final deadly trap...

Further Titles
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July 2023 · 512 pages

Nadja Raiser trained as a nursery

teacher and lives with her husband and

three children on the edge of the Allgäu

Alps. Since childhood, she has loved

writing and making up stories. At the

start of 2020, she self-published her first

novel. Shortly after, she received a com-

mission for a new adult novel. In addi-

tion to writing, she loves music and

travel, which is evident in her novel,

The World Sailor.

LITERATURE | HISTORICAL FICTION

Nadja Raiser

The World Sailor. Novel

• Ferdinand Magellan’s adventurous discovery of the South
Passage from the point of view of a woman

• Moving story about a woman, who defied all limits in the
16th Century and dared to do the unheard of

• An impressive historical novel début for Iny Lorentz read-
ers

A daring woman, a true love and a discovery that will go down in history

Portugal 1519: To escape marriage to a violent drinker, young Mariella

Alvaro stows away on the Concepción — one of the five ships with

which her uncle Ferdinand Magellan is to explore the western sea

route to the Spice Islands. However, when Mariella is discovered, she

is not only exposed to the daily dangers of the high seas but also to an

explosive mixture of superstition and desire among the sailors. How-

ever the greatest danger to Mariella, are her own feelings for the for-

mer Captain Juan Sebastian Elcano of all people...
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March 2023 · 544 pages

Noah Martin is the pen name of a

reader for a publishing house who lives

and works in Munich. Since studying

art history, she has been fascinated by

the Renaissance and its artists. The idea

for the novel Florentia - In the Light of

the Medici came to her during her many

visits to her favourite city, Florence.

LITERATURE | HISTORICAL FICTION

Noah Martin

Florentia - In The Light Of
The Medici. Novel

• Florence 1469: Fioretta, a young painter, is dragged into a
power struggle in the court of the Medici

• Colourful historical novel for readers of Matteo Strukul
and fans of series, such as Borgia and Medici

The beauty of the Renaissance, a deadly power struggle and a seemingly

hopeless love

In the summer of 1469, all of Florence is celebrating the marriage of

Lorenzo de Medici, the son of the fabulously rich banking family and

future rulers of the city. Three of the wedding guests — Giuliano de

Medici, the eternal second born; aspiring painter Fioretta Gorini; and

the young, completely unknown Leonardo da Vinci — are still

unaware of how closely their fates are linked to that of the city. For

while Florence blossoms and the three are finding their place in the

world, the reign of the Medici is threatened from more than one side.

They soon find themselves deep in a dangerous game of love and

power, art and politics, war and treason.

“This novel doesn’t only bring famous painter Raffael Sanzio to life but it

replicates the texture and structure of his pictures. It is miraculous that

thanks to his perfect mix of fact-based detail and vivacious narrative style

that such an impressive historical novel is also a debut.” Karfunkel,

Zeitschrift für erlebbare Geschichte about Raffael - Das Lächeln der

Madonna

“Noah Martin’s novel whisks us off to the Florence of the Medici and brings

to life the Renaissance with its captivating characters and exciting stories.”

Daniel Wolf
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September 2023 · 480 pages

The SPIEGEL best-selling author Hanna

Caspian highlights almost forgotten

topics of German history in her sensi-

tive and gripping sagas.

Hanna Caspian studied literature, poli-

tics and languages in Aachen, then she

worked for many years in PR and mar-

keting. Today, when she isn’t travelling

the world, she lives in Cologne with her

husband and works as a freelance

author.

LITERATURE | HISTORICAL FICTION

Hanna Caspian

Liebenberg Castle. Behind the
Golden Shadow. Novel

• The continuation of the story of Liebenberg Castle and
the Eulenberg affair, told from the servants' perspective

• Over 400,000 copies sold of the best-selling Gut Greifenau
saga

• Quality edition with beautifully designed flaps and inside
covers

Dangerous secrets and new alliances: Part 3 of the historical series set in

Liebenberg Castle

Liebenberg Castle 1908: While the prince’s family is under ever

increasing political pressure, Adelheid, the maid, is searching for the

faked evidence against Eulenburg so that her source of money doesn’t

run dry. When Victor, a servant, surprises her with a kiss, she is in

seventh heaven. However, she is entirely clueless about what his

intentions with the kiss are. Then the princess personally asks about

Adelheid’s mother and is shocked to learn she is dead. Adelheid

begins to suspect what really happened back then — and has to decide

to whom she owes her future loyalty.

“This book is the start of a new thrilling trilogy. If you know (and love)

Downtown Abbey, you will enjoy this. Small and large scandals between the

rich rulers and the poor servants keep you entertained.” Ratgeber Frau und

Familie

Further Titles
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June 2023 · 320 pages

Behind the pseudonym Pierre Martin is

an author who has made a name for

himself with novels set in France and

Italy. To write about his main character,

Madame le Commissaire, he has given

himself a new identity. All of his crime

novels about Isabelle Bonnet from

Fragolin have appeared in the top ten of

the bestseller charts soon after publica-

tion.

LITERATURE | CRIME

Pierre Martin

Madame le Commissaire And
The Wall Of Silence. A Crime
Novel Set In Provence

• Isabelle Bonnet’s 10th case: a skeleton in the wall, a
missing painter and a whole load of holiday feeling

• Holiday crime novels are booming – SPIEGEL best-selling
author Pierre Martin is one of the best in this genre –
and Madame le Commissaire is the only woman among
the ranks of the inspectors

• Over 1.5 million copies of the best-selling series have
been sold

We are celebrating the most successful inspector in France: Madame le

Commissaire!

A skeleton in the walls of a holiday home in Fragolin shocks the

builders as they demolish the old house. A hole in the skull leaves no

doubt that the victim died a violent death. Isabella Bonnet only reluc-

tantly takes on the case for she would rather focus her attention on

more recent crimes. Furthermore, the mysterious disappearance of

her painter friend Nicolas is causing her increasing concern. Then

suddenly, she receives a call for help from Morocco ....

In the case of the skeleton, the first clue leads her to a dubious finan-

cial advisor. No danger of him vanishing: he is in prison. But then the

investigation comes to a halt. They meet a wall of silence ...

“An exciting case with many facets [...] not forgetting the atmosphere

and the flair of two dream destinations at once: Paris and Côte

d’Azur. Pure holiday feeling included.” Süddeutsche Zeitung about

Madame le Commissaire und die panische Diva

Further Titles
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August 2023 · 448 pages

Andreas Franz’s biggest passion was

always writing. His first success Jung,

blond, tot already enchanted multitudes

of crime fans. Since then bestseller fol-

lowed bestseller, making him Ger-

many’s most successful crime author.

Andreas Franz died in March 2011.

Daniel Holbe (born in 1976) lives with

his family in Upper Hesse. For a long

time, reading fanatic Daniel Holbe has

been fascinated in particular by crime

novels set in and around Frankfurt and

Hesse. And that is how he became an

Andreas Franz fan and ultimately an

author himself. He completed Franz’s

unfinished Todesmelodie, a bestseller,

after Franz died too young. All the

crime novels about Inspector Julia have

stormed the bestseller charts.

LITERATURE | CRIME

Andreas Franz, Daniel Holbe

The Double Death. Julia
Durant’s new case

• Gang crime, domestic violence — or something even
worse?

• The crime series for all Tatort fans and readers of Andreas
Gruber, and of course, Franz/Holbe

• Total sales: over 8 million copies sold

Over 8 million copies sold: a new case for Germany’s favourite inspector:

Julia Durant

A bloody knife attack in the very centre of Frankfurt leaves one per-

son dead, and no trace of the perpetrator. Inspector Julia Durant and

her team follow leads in all possible directions. Then a mobile phone

video surfaces that shows the assumed victim as the attacker. A case

of self-defence? While the police unsuccessfully try to identify of the

man on the run, the DNA analysis reveals that he was in contact with

a woman, whose body was found in a quarry a few days earlier.

“With Inspector Julia Durant, Andreas Franz has created a cult investiga-

tor. For years, Daniel Holbe has been continuing his legacy in a spectacular

fashion.” Alex Dengler, denglers-buchkritik.de about Julia Durant. Die

junge Jägerin

Further Titles
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April 2023 · 304 pages

Giulia di Fano is the pseudonym of a

pair of writers who have been writing

crime fiction for a long time. Four Sig-

noras and a Death is their first crime

novel set in Italy and the start of their

new Rimini crime series with Knaur.

The idea came about when the two

were invited to an Italian friend's wed-

ding, at an old wine farmhouse in the

Marche region. There, they immedi-

ately fell in love with the landscape, the

people, and the delicious food - in fact,

the area where Italy is still truly Italian,

including mom's handmade gnocchi,

the scent of oleander, and the chirping

of crickets.

Giulia di Fano

Four Signoras And A Juicy
Secret. A Rimini crime novel

• The second case for Anna Antonelli and her crime novel
book club – the four signoras investigate again!

• Humour, charm and a great portion of dolce vita – holi-
day in a novel

• For fans of the first book in the series and readers of
Pierre Martin and Gisa Pauly

With concentrated female power against the Italian Mafia!

Anna’s father Gennaro faked his death to escape the Italian Mafia.

Years ago, he had an affair with the wife of the Capo di tutti i capi (the

boss of bosses). Yet one day, his son Luca, who was born out of wed-

lock, turns up. The Don swears he will get revenge. Gennaro and

Luca plan to move to South America in order to flee the clutches of

the famiglia but Luca disappears without a trace... Anna is asked to

help before the Mafia can get hold of her half-brother. While there are

no traces of Luca, the bodies of two contract killers are found and

Luca is suspected of their murder. Anna and her clever friends from

the book club have plenty to do!

Further Titles
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February 2023 · 272 pages

Regine Kölpin has lived in Frisia on the

North Sea coast since her childhood.

She has published with renowned pub-

lishing houses (also under the pen name

Franka Michels) and also works as an

editor. The SPIEGEL best-selling

author has won many awards including

Bronzener Homer 2020 (with Gitta Edel-

mann) and the Tatort Töwerland 2010

bursary

LITERATURE | CRIME

Regine Kölpin

The Seal Bites the Last One. A
coastal crime novel

• The third humorous coastal crime novel about the lovable
Frisian maverick Ino Tjarks and his companions

• Perfect (holiday) reading for everyone who loves the
North German coast

• For readers of Krischan Koch and Gisa Pauly and all fans
of humorous suspense

A fresh North Sea breeze, a curious team of investigators and one dead

hobby actor

Finally, no more investigations just peace and quiet in Tjarkshusen,

Ino thinks. But Gerda, his housekeeper, is bored and joins a theatre

company. When she comes back from rehearsals with former Inspec-

tor Traugott Fürchtenicht, the pair practically fall over a body:

Hannes Grassmann, the unpopular leading actor in their play, has

been run over. Gerda and Traugott are sure that it was murder. Of

course, Ino has to be immediately informed of the case, and of course

Theda, the baker, just has to help out again! However, Traugott has his

very own reason for wanting to be part of the investigating team ...

“A lovely, light-footed joy to read with lots of local colour ...” Anzeiger für

Harlingerland about Der Möwenschiss-Mord

Further Titles
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September 2023 · 400 pages

Ben Tomasson (born in 1969) is a Ger-

man philologist and educator with a

PhD in psychology. Before he took up

writing full time, he worked in educa-

tional research for several years.

Tomasson’s passions are stories written

by life, the complex internal worlds of

humans, motorbiking and travelling to

the places where the sun meets the sea.

Tomasson is married and lives in Kiel.

LITERATURE | CRIME

Ben Tomasson

Forsberg And Devil Of
Björlanda. A Crime Novel set
in Sweden

• A body on the picturesque beach of Björlanda becomes
the third case for Gothenburg Inspector Federik Forsberg

• For readers of Viveca Sten, Johanna Mo, Camilla Läckberg
and all Scandi fans

A body on the beach, family chasms and a personal dilemma

A body in a wetsuit is found on the beach of Björlanda. It is identified

as successful Gothenburg shipyard owner Sixten Nording — and

what initially appears to be a tragic accident, soon turns out to be

murder. It becomes clear that it is not the first mysterious death in his

family. Inspector Frederik Forsberg quickly discovers some dark

secrets. The case takes an unexpected turn when the suspect turns out

to be Arvid Ekström, who is competing with Forseberg for the love of

Lea. This challenge takes the inspector to his limits ...

“The writing and the action of the second Sweden crime novel featuring

Inspector Forsberg gripped me. Perfect entertainment for the summer holi-

days and beyond.” merkur.de about Forsberg und der Tote von Asperö

“Ben Tomasson definitely has what it takes to become Germany’s answer to

Hennig Mankell, and his inspector could develop a cult à la Wallander.”

Literaturmarkt.info

Further Titles
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April 2023 · 288 pages

Carine Bernard was born in 1964 in

Lower Austria and lives with her hus-

band close to Düsseldorf. She has a

thing for France and likes to acquaint

herself with the country, preferably by

driving along small side streets in her

camper van. Provence with its pic-

turesque villages and exquisite churches

has been her favourite destination for

years.

LITERATURE | MYSTERY NOVEL

Carine Bernard

Lavender Anger. A Crime
Novel Set In Provence

• The fifth case for the well-liked young inspector, Lilou
Braque, starts with a body in a popular bathing spot

• For readers of Pierre Martin, Jean-Luc Bannalec and
Sophie Bonnet

The scent of lavender and a deadly feud

On a bathing excursion, young Inspector Lilou Braque and her

boyfriend Simon make a dreadful discovery: in the water of Lac du

Péty floats the lifeless body of a woman — clearly a tragic accident.

Shortly after, the local notary shoots himself. But when Lilou discov-

ers that the woman from the lake worked for the notary, she starts to

have doubts. The only clue leads to Simon’s restaurant of all places ...

“Cosy crime and a whole load of holiday feeling.” Medien Info Buch Maga-

zin about Lavendel-Fluch

Further Titles
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March 2023 · 416 pages

Journalist Sven Koch was born in 1969.

He has also made a name for himself as

a photographer and a musician, and he’s

been playing gigs all over the country

with various punk and rockabilly bands

for many years. He lives in Detmold.

LITERATURE | THRILLER

Sven Koch

Buried Under the Dunes. A
North Sea Crime Novel

• North Sea coastal crime novel about a missing girl, a
seaman’s tale and a serial killer – the first case for Tjark
Wolf and Femke Folkmer

• The successful Dune series with a modern new cover

• It is being filmed for RTL with Hendrik Duryn and Pia-
Micaela Barucki in the star roles

German TV station RTL is filming the Dune series!

One night in the small village of Werlesiel on the North Sea, a young

girl disappears in the thick fog. Femke Folkmer, head of the small

police department, doesn’t think this is a normal missing persons

case. But she also thinks the horror story that the residents of this

coastal region are telling her is made up. Wolf, a criminologist, joins

her team. But instead of finding the missing girl, the investigators find

the hidden graveyard of a serial killer...

“‘Dune Burial’ is a real page turner.” Neue Westfälische

“In this book, the reader really gets to guess along with the investigator right

until the end. A wonderful joy to read!” Frankfurter Stadtkurier

“Sven Koch has written an exciting crime novel with plenty of local colour

from the North Sea coast and a furious finale in ‘Dune Burial’” Cellesche

Zeitung

“Headstrong, original characters, an exciting plot and an East Frisian set-

ting, that is more than just pretty scenery.” Krimi-Couch.de about Sven

Koch’s novels
Further Titles
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March 2023 · 320 pages

Sven Koch (born in 1969) worked as an

editor for a daily newspaper. He has

made a name for himself as a photogra-

pher and rock musician as well. He

gained prominence through the publi-

cation of his Düne series, which is cur-

rently being filmed. Sven Koch lives

with his family in Hamburg.

LITERATURE | THRILLER

Sven Koch

Dune Storm. A North Sea
Crime Novel

• Langeoog in a state of emergency: a kidnapped girl and a
gangster on the run — a new case for Tjark Wolf and
Femke Folkmer

• For readers of Klaus-Peter Wolf, Anette Hinrichs or
Katharina Peters

• Over 160,000 copies of Sven Koch’s Düne series already
sold

Hurricane warning on Langeoog: the most dangerous case for Chief

Inspector Tjark Wolf!

Tjark Wolf has actually already left the police force, but his colleagues

from the serious crime unit persuade him to return. On Langeoog the

daughter of Attaman, a gangster that Tjark had once considered a

close friend, has been kidnapped. After a failed robbery, Attaman has

gone into hiding. If anyone has a chance of finding him, it’s Tjark.

However, it’s not just the police who are interested in finding Atta-

man. And his daughter’s kidnappers are ready to do anything to get

their hands on him. The abysses into which Tjark and his team are

suddenly looking are deep and dangerous...

“The East Frisian Bruce Willis” Hannoversche Allgemeine

“Headstrong, original characters, an exciting plot and an East Frisian set-

ting, that is more than just pretty scenery.” Krimi-Couch.de about Sven

Koch’s novels

Further Titles
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Christian Krause was born in 1971 in

Hamburg. After studying human medi-

cine and gaining a doctorate at Univer-

sität Hamburg, he worked for a long

time as a doctor and research assistant

at the Center for Psychosocial Medicine

at the Medical Center Hamburg-Eppen-

dorf.

Since 2006, he has been a consultant of

psychiatry and psychotherapy. He has

undertaken additional training in psy-

choanalysis, forensic psychiatry and sex

therapy, and today he works as a med-

ical psychotherapist and psychoanalysis

in his own practice in Hamburg.

Christian Kraus is married and has one

daughter.

LITERATURE | PSYCHOTHRILLER

Christian Kraus

Deeper Than The Abyss.
Psychological Thriller

• A highly intelligent patient, a psychologist with a conflict
of conscience and a new inspector hunting down a mur-
derous human trafficker

• As a psychoanalyst Christian Kraus is an expert for the
depths of the soul

• For readers of Sebastian Fitzek, Arno Strobel and Andreas
Gruber

Imagine that your worst nightmare ... is yourself

Highly intelligent, highly sensitive — and a convicted killer: Elias, the

newest patient of psychologist Malte Fischer, is an unusual young

man. It is true that he has no memory of the brutal crime he commit-

ted aged 16 but the burden of proof was overwhelming. Now he fears

nothing more than the monster that appears to lurk inside him. How-

ever, in the course of the therapy Malte comes to the conclusion that

Elias may be innocent. The inspector in charge, Freya Svensson,

wants to know nothing of this theory until another body is found and

Elias disappears without a trace...

“A gripping book full of unpredictable entanglements; it shows the power

that our psyche and the wounds that it suffers can have over us.” Weser

Kurier about Tief wirst du schlafen

Further Titles
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Manuel Schmitt lives and works in

Cologne. He is a freelance author, direc-

tor, programmer and animator. He

spends much of his time working on his

own book, film, audio and computer

game projects. He works across numer-

ous formats both as an author and

director, publishes texts on gaming por-

tals and enjoys listening to heavy metal.

His introduction to the world of com-

puter games started with Super Mario,

Double Dragon and Worms. Furthermore,

he was a proud owner of a Oil Panic

LCD game.

SCIENCE FICTION | ADVENTURE

Manuel Schmitt

Godmode. The Video Game
Prophet. A Fantasy Gaming
Novel

• SgtRumpel is a veteran of the German gaming scene and
is well-known as a games developer, YouTuber and
Twitcher Godmode is a homage to the greats of video
game history and to gaming itself

• For all fans of Ready Player One, Pixels and Free Guy
• SgtRumpel is a veteran on the German gaming scene with

nearly 180,000 subscribers on Youtube

Imagine a world without video games and you are the only one who can

bring them back

After a disastrous defeat, gamer Neil Desmond, also known as e-

sports legend Orkus666, wakes up in a world where video games

never existed. After getting over the shock, he decides to recreate

gaming. He has no other choice because the only things that he really

knows are video games — and it is this extensive knowledge could

actually now be of help to him.

Manuel Schmitt takes us on a fantastic journey through the exciting

world of video games. He is active on YouTube as SgtRumpel and has

worked as a director for Let’s Play Together, a live webshow with

Gronkh and Sarazar, among other projects.
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Kai Meyer has written around seventy

novels, of which many have been fea-

tured in the SPIEGEL bestseller charts.

His work has been translated into thirty

languages. His stories have been

adapted into films, audio plays and

graphic novels and have been awarded

prizes at home and abroad.

Lisanne Surborg read media studies and

then published her début novel in 2010.

She writes speculative fiction from YA

to audiobooks and horror stories.

FANTASY

Kai Meyer, Lisanne Surborg

Imperator II Caesar’s Return.
Novel

• Volume 2 of the fantasy thriller series about a conspiracy
of a reincarnated emperor, occult secret organisations and
murderers with black gloves

• With about 70 novels to his name, Kai Meyer is one of the
most successful and popular German-language fantasy
authors

• SPIEGEL best-selling author Kai Meyer with a total sales of
over 700,000 copies

Rome in the swinging sixties - occult lodges, political intrigues and the

secret services’ war for Europe

While the reborn emperors are firmly cementing their power in the

highest circles, Anna Sevarese comes across new mysteries as she

searches for her mother’s murderer. Is General Laudeo actually the

resurrected Julius Caesar? What role does ruthless Contessa Ama-

rante play? And why does an antique chess robot know all the

answers?

At the same time Gennaro Palladino, private detective and killer for

hire, does not only have to face the Mafia and foreign legionaries but

also his own past. Decades ago, as a partisan fighter in the Alps

against the fascists, he came across a man, who is now ruling Rome

with his cruelty.

Further Titles
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July 2023 · 400 pages

Kai Meyer has written around seventy

novels, of which many have been fea-

tured in the SPIEGEL bestseller charts.

His work has been translated into thirty

languages. His stories have been

adapted into films, audio plays and

graphic novels and have been awarded

prizes at home and abroad.

Lisanne Surborg read media studies and

then published her début novel in 2010.

She writes speculative fiction from YA

to audio books and horror stories.

FANTASY

Kai Meyer, Lisanne Surborg

Imperator III Messalina’s Fir.
Novel

• Exclusively available from Knaur Fantasy: the final of the
fantasy thriller series Imperator

• With an unpublished short story about detective Gennaro
Palladino

Blood on the red carpet, a dancing goddess and the fight against merciless

secret organisations

Anna Savarese has revealed her mother’s murderer but in doing so

she has also stirred up a hornet’s nest. The CIA tracks her down to

Spain, and she is forced to return to Rome. In Rome, their ally Spar-

taco is searching for Halinka, the painter, who may have fallen victim

to the imperator. Halinka’s tracks lead Anna and Spartaco to the most

forlorn quarter of the city, where the gruesome cult of the Barb elite

has been brought back to life.

In the meantime, Gennaro Palladino has hooked up with Contessa

Amarante, who is fighting tooth and nail for her power over the rein-

carnated emperor. She is prepared to use any means possible, even a

new fire of Rome.

“Kai Meyer is one of the best story-telling talents in Germany.” DER

SPIEGEL

Further Titles
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April 2023 · 460 pages

Asta Müller was born in Hamburg.

During her design studies, she lived

with six other artists in an artist's villa

sponsored by the Hamburg Department

of Culture. This creative cohabitation

has shaped her to this day. As a creative

director, she developed campaigns for

Hamburg advertising agencies for many

years and travelled half the world dur-

ing this time. When her daughter was

born in 1998, she slowly turned away

from advertising and has since worked

as a freelance designer in order to

devote more time to her second lifelong

dream - writing novels. To this day, she

lives in Hamburg with her husband.

FANTASY

Asta Müller

Kairra. Gift Of The Gods.
Novel

• For fans of dystopian fantasy with small science fiction
elements

• For readers who grew up with Suzanne Collins and
Veronica Roth

• humorous character dynamics and diversity (gay/lesbian,
race, physical disability)

• addresses current social issues without being intrusive
(refugees/war and rebellion, overpopulation, climate
change)

Dystopian fantasy with a strong rebel who takes her fate and the future of

her family into her own hands

Kairra lives in a world with two suns. Along with a multitude of the

damned - alleged thieves and murderers, misfits and the destitute -

she inhabits the slum outside a city sheltered from the deadly heat.

When she and her brother fall into the clutches of the despotic gover-

nor Zekoll, she learns that she is said to be descended from gods. To

protect her brother from slavery and make their world livable again,

Kairra takes up the fight - against the governor and against the gods

themselves. She finds unexpected allies in Zekoll's cousin, a supposed

messenger of the gods, and a young rebel who knows more than he's

willing to admit...
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Boris Koch (born in 1973) dropped out

of his history and literature degree in

order to write. He has penned numer-

ous books including the Drachenflüsterer

saga. He writes text for comics and is

the co-founder of the legendary Berlin

reading stage Das StirnhirnhinterZim-

mer. Today, he lives with author Kath-

leen Wiese and their daughter in

Leipzig. His work has won several

awards and has been translated into

several languages.

www.boriskoch.de

FANTASY

Boris Koch

Swamp Runner: In The Empire
Of The Last Dragon. Novel

• Dark fantasy about a misty moor, ghost lights, feelings of
guilt and a mysterious dragon

• For fans of the Drachenflüsterer (Dragon Whisperer) saga
and all readers of dark fantasy novels

• Total sales of Boris Koch: over 230,000 copies

Protect yourself from the beast on the moor — and from the darkness in

the hearts of humans

A special peat that feeds the magical fires of the alchemists can only

be found in the misty Black Moor. Every day, peat cutters risk their

lives for the valuable commodity because death lurks on the moor in

the form of wild animals, ghost lights and the legendary night wyrm,

the last of the dreadful dragons.

Young Milan’s sister also falls victim to the beast — with one of the

king’s stolen moor diamonds in her hand. The anger about the theft

hits all of Milan’s family.

Driven by feelings of guilt and thoughts of revenge, Milan roams the

long-forgotten paths of the moors — without even guessing the truth

about himself.

And the night wrym is still hungry ...

Further Titles
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June 2023 · 352 pages

Christian Handel was born in Lohr am

Main. He now lives in Berlin and loves

material about strong women, enchant-

ing motifs and queer issues. He edited

the anthology Hinter Dornenhecken und

Zauberspiegeln, which was awarded the

2017 Deutscher Phantastik Preis (Ger-

man fantasy prize) and his début novel

Rosen & Knochen was nominated for the

SERAPH literature prize.

Andreas Suchanek has been writing sci-

ence fiction, fantasy, crime, romance

and children’s books for ten years. He

lives in Karlsruhe and has been com-

posing his own stories and novels since

his youth. His biggest success to date

has been his urban fantasy series Das

Erbe der Macht, which won among oth-

ers the Deutscher Phantastik Preis

(German speculative fiction prize) in

the best series category.

FANTASY

Christian Handel, Andreas Suchanek

City Of Reflection. Tears Of
Gold And Silver. Novel

• A secret world hiding behind our world and a queer love
that changes everything

• Queer urban fantasy by two award-winning own voice
authors from Germany

• Total sales of Andreas Suchanek and Christian Handel:
over 265,000 copies

Babylon Berlin does fantasy: the glamour of the twenties, a magical world

and a dangerous secret

In the shadows of our world, another reality exists: the City of Reflec-

tion is an enchanted Berlin stuck in the glamorous twenties and

inhabited by diverse mystical beings. Journeying between the worlds

is strictly forbidden and is only possible using magic tears. When Max

and his best friend Robin meet mysterious Lenyo at a party in Berlin,

they are literally pulled into a bloody conflict for the leadership of the

enchanted world.

Pursued by ruthless creatures and captured in a web of intrigue and

megalomania, none of them even suspect that they have long since

become the pawns of a dangerous power, which is threatening to

break down the barriers between the worlds ...
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Lina Frisch (born in 1997) is a German

writer and feminist. She comes from

Flensburg, where she can often be

found on the beach — the perfect place

to muse about fantasy worlds. She dis-

covered her love of stories in nursery

school and has been writing since she

learnt to hold a pen.

FANTASY

Lina Frisch

We Will Give You Hell. Novel

• Romantic, feminist and queer: urban fantasy with an
important message for young readers

• Deep in the forests of Sweden, young Hell discovers the
magical power of her anger — and must decide who she
can still trust

• For all fans of the Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, Winx Saga
and Die Gabe

When your anger becomes a magical power that can change the world

It was to be the summer of her life. 19-year-old Hellea, known as Hell,

and a group of her friends wanted to spend four weeks discovering

ancient forests and picturesque Stockholm. But soon Hell is struck

down by unexplainable fevers. After getting a fever close to an old

Viking grave, Hell meets Astryd, a mysterious woman who tells her an

unbelievable story: what Hell used to think were feelings of anger and

her recent fevers are actually an ancient power, which places the fate

of the world and in particular the fate of women into Hell’s hands.

“A magical, feminist story about a protagonist who won’t put up with any

nonsense!” Anabelle Stehl

“Hell is like a wave, which sweeps us up with the daily injustices and over-

comes us with the wish for more solidarity.” Stefanie Hasse

“Disturbing, angry and absolutely epic! Lina Frish shows that anger is nec-

essary in order to change the world.” Justine Pust
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Margot Käßmann (born in 1958) is one

of the most famous personalities of the

church in Germany. During and after

her time as the President of the Council

of the Protestant Churches in Germany,

she was highly esteemed and won over

many people with her open and direct

manner. She has four grown-up daugh-

ters and seven grandchildren.

GIFT BOOK

Margot Käßmann

Heartfelt Thanks
• The perfect gift for many occasions to say

thank you

• With passages by popular theologian Margot
Käßmann

• Beautifully illustrated with atmospheric photos
and a quality design

• Purchase impulse: “I am looking for a good-
value, high-quality gift to express my thanks.”

Just say thank you

Gratefulness makes you happy. Both for the person who says thank

you and the recipient. But sometimes we don’t have the words when

we want to thank a kind person, e.g., a good friend, our neighbour or

a colleague. Or maybe we need a small hostess gift to say thank you.

This gift book with very personal, appreciative and encouraging texts

by Margot Käßmann is a wonderful way to express our thanks.

Further Titles
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Frollein Motte, or Teresa Holtmann,

lives with her family in Berlin. She flut-

ters happily and freely in the world of

illustration and draws everything that

comes under her pen or in front of her

iPad. Whether at her desk, in company

headquarters, at weddings or at the sea-

side, she draws the cute, the funny and

the wacky briskly and without much

annoyance. Meanwhile, she is not only

Motti, but also Mutti- and that brings a

lot of new adventures & balancing acts

between work and family world!

GIFT BOOK

Teresa Holtmann

Mothers Manage It!.
About the everyday
adventures of
motherhood

• Life as a mother is wonderful (and exhaust-
ing)

• Original gift for mother’s day, birthdays, on
the birth of a child or just because

• Unique and honest with the cute drawings
by Berliner Teresa Holtman's aka Frollein
Motte

• For fans of kriegundfreitag

An encouraging comic for mothers

Life with a child serves up unexpected adventures, bizarre encounters

and wonderful moments. In this book, Teresa Holtmann recounts her

own experiences as a mother. With her honest and direct drawing

style, she skilfully gets to the heart of issues, such as mental load,

unsolicited advice and emotional chaos, and she manages to create

comedy, even in the serious moments.

This book is for all mothers, who need to know that they are not

alone with their thoughts and feelings, whatever they are. A perfect

gift for mothers to offer them encouragement and give them a giggle
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Lea Käßmann (born in 1986) studied

German philology, philosophy and lit-

erature, and then held various positions,

including as an editor at a large chil-

dren’s publishing house. Developing

books for children is her passion. She

lives close to Hanover with her family.

Jana Walczyk (born in 1989) studied

design and illustration at Münster Uni-

versity of Applied Sciences, the Accade-

mia di Belle Arti, Bologna and HAW

Hamburg. Her work is widely held in

high regard.

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Lea Käßmann

The Little Raccoon
Celebrates Easter
• The new book in the successful Little Raccoon

series for children

• Easter playfully explained – a wonderful story to
be read aloud to children aged two and over

• Lovingly designed by the well-known illustrator
Jana Walczyk

• Purchase impulse: “I think it is important that
my child knows the meaning of Easter.”

Why we celebrate Easter

The Little Raccoon is woken up by a cheerful bunny who shows him a

large nest full of colourful eggs, “They all still need to be delivered

and I’m running late. Can you help me?” That must be the Easter

Bunny, the Little Raccoon thinks. While he helps the bunny, he asks,

“Why do we have eggs at Easter?” But this book deals with much

more than just the old customs. “Did you know that we celebrate

Easter for a very specific reason?” the owl asks and then explains to

the two friends, “Jesus showed us that God loves the world and that

love is stronger than anything else. Even stronger than death. And

that is what we celebrate at Easter.”

Further Titles
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Margot Käßmann (born in 1958) is one

of the most famous personalities of the

church in Germany. During and after

her time as the president of the council

of the Protestant churches, she won

over many people with her open and

direct manner. She has four grown-up

daughters and seven grandchildren.

Stefanie Scharnberg (born in 1967) stud-

ied painting at the Accademia di Belle

Arti in Florence after completing her

training as a bookseller. For over 20

years, she has been a successful illustra-

tor of children’s and YA books. She lives

with her family in Freiburg.

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Margot Käßmann

How God Created The
World
• The Biblical story of creation told to children

• To be read (aloud) for children aged 5 and over

• Expressively illustrated by Stefanie Scharnberg,
who was awarded the 2022 Deutscher Kinder-
buchpreis (the German children’s book prize) for
her work (on the book “Grimm und Möhrchen –
Ein Zesel zieht ein”)

• Purchase impulse: “My child needs to know why
we are here on Earth and why we need to pro-
tect it.”

The first seven days on Earth

How did the world come into existence? Where does the human race

come from? And why are we all so different? Why should we rest one

day in the week? Popular theologian Margot Käßmann answers all

these questions in her retelling of the Biblical creation story for chil-

dren. She describes how God created the world in seven days: Heaven

and Earth, day and night, morning and evening, plants, trees, animals

and then the humans Adam and Eve, who were made in God’s image.

Margot Käßmann playfully explains why it is so important to care for

and preserve our environment, plants, animals and other humans.
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